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Opposite: multicoloured Kutnia cushions contrast with black-and-white stone banding – commonly seen around entrances to Gaziantep’s 
historic buildings. Top: traditional kutnu and ikat designs for sale in Kasım Kaygın’s shop in Bakırcılar Çarş ısı, the coppersmiths’ bazaar

raising the bar
For centuries, artisans in the Anatolian city of Gaziantep produced a superior striped fabric known as kutnu, valued 

highly enough to be worn at the Ottoman court. Now, the company Kutnia has created a more versatile update  
of this ancient textile while retaining its traditional handweaving methods. Aliette Boshier anticipates great things r
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If you had  strolled through the streets of old 
Gaziantep a century or so ago, you might have found your feet falling in 
step with the rhythmic click-clack of weavers at their work. Situated at a 
strategic point on the ancient trade routes between East and West, this 
Anatolian city is one of the world’s oldest settlements, having hosted a 
succession of ruling civilisations over six millennia, all of which helped to 
shape its fascinating culture. For centuries a thriving centre of weaving 
excellence, by 1900 it thronged with as many as 5,000 hand looms en-
gaged in the creation of a precious and brightly coloured textile known 
as kutnu. Production in Gaziantep – its only centre of manufacture – had 
dwindled by the end of the 20th century, overtaken by technology and 
changing tastes. In 2017, however, Jülide Konukog˘    lu decided to trans-
form kutnu’s traditional techniques into a modern lifestyle brand: Kutnia.

Deriving its name from kut’n, the Arabic word for cotton, this finely 
woven fabric is characterised by a silk warp (vertical) and cotton weft 
(horizontal) arranged in vivid longitudinal stripes. Originating in 
nearby Aleppo, it reached Gaziantep (formerly Aı¯ nta¯ b) in the 16th cen-
tury. Known familiarly as ‘palace fabric’, owing to its popularity with 
the Ottoman rulers and their court, the textile later became a fixture in 
the clothing of ordinary people and was traded widely, partly in order 
to satisfy a thriving European mania for turquerie. Thanks to the prac-
tice of inventorying the opulent apparel of a sultan upon his death, the 
Topkapı Palace collections still possess exemplars such as an elegant 
kutnu kaftan of cream and purple stripes that once belonged to Ibrahim 
I. Carefully labelled and packed away in 1650, it is as gleaming and un-
wrinkled today as if he had only just disrobed. 

Kutnu is a complex fabric to make and one that traditionally requires 
the cooperation of numerous artisans specialising in the various stages 
of production. The first phase involves winding white silk thread r 

Top left: Kasım holds up a Kutnia design based on the traditional ‘Sultan’ pattern. Top right: the upper three fabrics, by Kutnia, are stack ed  
on top of examples of traditional kutnu. Above: Kasım’s shop is one of the last few sources for historic narrow-width kutnu in Gaziantep
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Top: some of Kutnia’s cushions are shown in the courtyard, or ayat (‘life’), of a Gaziantep house. Above: Kutnia’s ‘Sultan’ fabric is  
seen at a house restored by Jülide Konukog˘ lu. Keymıh and havara limestone give the city’s vernacular architecture its honey-coloured hue
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around a large four-sided wooden frame known as a devere to prepare 
the length of the warp. The skeins are then dyed in boiling copper vats, 
with each successive hank being gradually darkened from yellow to 
black, before being stretch ed out in the sun and sized with tragacanth 
resin from the apricot tree to strengthen them and add shine. After 
each filament has been separated by hand, the silk is coiled into gleam-
ing turban-like spools ( kavuk). Perhaps the most painstaking job of all 
is drawing in – carefully threading between 2,000 and 5,000 strands 
through the loom heddle to make the warp. There are around 60 tradi-
tional patterns of kutnu made up of stripes of varying widths and col-
ours, sometimes interspersed with motifs such as the circular mecidiye, 
a small denomination of the Ottoman lira. Once woven, fabric is sent 
for pressing to bring out the lustre of its silk design. 

Kutnia’s contribution to reviving this dying art has been no small feat 
when one considers the level of craftsmanship involved – its head weaver, 
who began learning these skills in childhood, is still excited by his work 
every day – and the challenge of training a younger generation in the 
intricacies of its production. The company found a trusted adviser in 
Kasım Kaygın, who has worked with textiles all his life and deals tradi-
tional kutnu in the old bazaar from a shop piled high with teetering stacks 
of kaleidoscopic cloth. To make his living selling kutnu is, for Kasım, ‘a 
joy’. The location of Gaziantep on the Silk Road meant that for hundreds 
of years, traders like him sent this prized fabric to distant corners of the 
world, a product that he sees as integral to the culture of Gaziantep as 
the Unesco-protected pistachios and baklava for which it is famous. 
His expertise has helped guide Jülide and her largely female team in 
developing a contemporary version of kutnu, which is brought to life in 
an ever-expanding array of products, from homewares to fashion collec-
tions, that are steadily gaining an international audience of their own. r
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Top left: Kutnia’s signature slippers are displayed with antique keys for sale in the bazaar. Top right: simple light-blue and navy  
designs from one of the firm’s previous lines. Above: vibrant footwear and fabrics (foreground) put a modern twist on an ancient craft

From their head office in a restored listed building, this dynamic 
and widely travelled team collaborate closely on the creation of each new 
line. Inspiration is everywhere, according to designer Günseli Türkay, 
with the colours and textures of the limestone houses and local spice 
market underpinning Kutnia’s ‘design DNA’. There is even a collection 
based on the extraordinary Hellenistic mosaics at nearby Zeugma. 
While Kutnia employs traditional weaving methods, they have worked 
hard to develop a softer, more versatile fabric that is easier to sew and 
around twice as wide as typical kutnu, while also experimenting with 
varying thicknesses of plant-based floss silk in order to create bright 
or matt textures where required. With their own collection of vintage 
kutnu for reference, stripes – either plain or interspersed with a delicate 
ikat weave – are still a mainstay of Kutnia’s dazzling but sophisticated 
designs, which undergo a rigorous research and development phase 
before meeting the loom. As for the products themselves, their bolster 
cushions seem made for lounging on, preferably while draped in a pair 
of sunshine-yellow culottes and signature red kimono with pink and 
lavender highlights. Traditional slippers are a playful nod to the sultans 
of old, while the Mediterranean-inspired palette of the brand’s marine 
line is perfect for when one’s yacht beckons.

Like any new business, it has taken patience and industry to get to 
this point, but the Kutnia team is rightly proud of what it has been able 
to achieve in developing a vibrant global brand out of something ancient 
and enduring. Gaziantep is a city that bravely defended itself during the 
Turkish War of Independence, and that same tenacity and civic pride has 
helped breathe new life into an art form that was at risk of fading away. 
As Jülide observes, Kutnia’s aim is to connect past and future – to keep 
up with the rest of the world, but always remember where it began $ 
Prices from £34 approx per m of fabric. Kutnia. Visit kutnia.com 
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